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Empowering Women, Transforming Lives
Thursday at 11 AM Pacific
December 24th 2014:Bring all of you forward and step
powerfully in 2015 and beyond!
Rebecca Hall Gruyter, Laura Lopez, and Jill Lublin share how
to bring all of you forward in a powerful and whole person way!
Learn tips and insights on how to share the amazing gift that
you...to bring you and your message forward in a powerful
way. Rebecca shares with you how to lean into some of our
unique and special gifts to celebrate and share them joyfully
with those in your life. Jill Share her wisdom and insight on
how to bring your message forward. She share a profound
perspective on your message and how PR (Public Relations)
really works and how it can serve you and your mess
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Jill Lublin
With 200+ speaking engagements each year, master strategist and bestselling
author, Jill Lublin, consistently wows audiences worldwide with her entertaining and
interactive keynotes, seminars, and training programs on publicity, networking, and
influence marketing. Jill is a bestselling author of Get Noticed…Get Referrals,
Networking Magic, and Guerrilla Publicity--and has just released her new book,The
Profit of Kindness: How to Influence Others, Establish Trust, and Build Lasting
Relationships. Jill has shared her powerful strategies on the stages of Tony Robbins,
T. Harv Eker, Jack Canfield, Mark Victor Hansen, Loral Langemeier, Richard Simmons,
and many others. She has been featured
Read more

Laura Diana Lopez
Laura Diana Lopez, M.A., author of How to Escape the Will-Power Trap, and co-author
of You Are Whole, Perfect and Complete, is a non-fiction writer specializing in
Integrative Wellness, an epicurean blogger, and a photographer of the Art of Life. With a
life-long commitment to personal evolution, she takes a multi-faceted approach to
transformation. Her repertoire of body-mind-spirit practices combine the wisdom of
advanced degrees in psychology, certifications in Intuitive Energy Medicine, Conscious
Bodywork, Reiki, Yin Yoga and Holistic Health Coaching. Combined with her twentyfive years of front-line professional experience in corporate cultures, she brings everyday practicality to m
Read more
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